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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS
Relational Inductive Biases for Visual-Semantic Embeddings
by
Zhiyao Yan
Master of Science in Computer Science
University of California San Diego, 2019
Professor Zhuowen Tu, Chair
Neural networks have been shown effective at learning rich low-dimensional represen-
tations of high-dimensional data such as images and text. There has also been many recent
works using neural networks to learn a common embedding between data of different modes,
specifically between images and textual descriptions, a task commonly referred to as learning
visual-semantic embeddings. This is typically achieved using a separate encoder for images and
text and a contrastive loss. Inspired by recent works in relational reasoning and graph neural
networks, this work studies the effects of using a relational inductive bias on the quality of
learned visual-semantic embeddings. Training and evaluation is done using caption-to-image
and image-to-caption retrieval on the MS-COCO dataset.
viii
Introduction
The recent progress in deep learning has led to state of the art result across tasks in
multiple domains including but not limited to image understanding, image generation, machine
translation, speech synthesis, and speech recognition. A common approach in many of these tasks
is to use a neural network to map high-dimensional data to a low-dimensional representation in
the form of an embedding. This work studies the the application of using neural networks to
embed data from different modes, specifically those of image and text domains, to a common
space. The idea here is that an image and text with a common underlying semantic meaning
should each be mapped to an embedding such that they are similar according to a metric, such as
cosine similarity or Euclidean distance. An example would be that a image of a dog running in a
park and the textual description a dog is running in a park should be mapped in such a way their
embeddings have a high similarity as measured by cosine distance.
A shared embedding space has applications in many multimodal tasks, including image
and caption retrieval, caption generation, image synthesis, and visual question answering. While
typical visual-semantic embedding models rely on using a convolutional neural network (CNN)
to embed images and a recurrent neural network (RNN) to embed captions, we explore the effects
of using a structural prior that more explicitly captures relational information, specifically the
Transformer encoder architecture. In this work we analyze the effects of a relational inductive bias
and evaluate on the MS-COCO dataset for the image and caption retrieval tasks. Experimental
results show that this choice of architecture results in small improvement over the baseline
architecture.
1
Chapter 1
Background
1.1 Convolutional Neural Networks
Convolutional neural networks (also known as ConvNets or CNNs) [13] are currently the
foundation of modern computer vision, achieving state of the art results on multitude of vision
tasks such as object recognition [1, 2], object detection [14, 15], instance segmentation [16],
and image generation [17, 18]. In the case of object recognition, the input to the network is an
RGB image and the output is a probability distribution over class labels. Convolutional neural
networks, like most neural networks, are trained using gradient descent and mini-batching.
Convolutional neural networks, at a high level, work by stacking multiple convolutional
layers where each layer searches for specific patterns in the input and outputs a higher level,
and generally lower dimension, representation. Each layer has a number of kernels (sometimes
referred to as filters) which act as a pattern matching sliding window over the input. Kernels are
typically of dimension n×n where n is odd and much smaller than the size of the input image,
such as 3×3 or 7×7. The dimension of the output can be further reduced using pooling methods
such as max-pooling, or by using strided convolutions. An analogy is often made convolutional
neural networks and the ventral stream of the visual cortex system.
Here, “low” level features refer to the features in the pipeline closer to the input, and more
“raw.” Correspondingly, “high” level features refer to those features closer to the output, and
therefore the most “abstract.” In the case of object recognition, the lowest level representation
2
Figure 1.1. The AlexNet convolutional neural network architecture. [1].
would be the raw pixel values of the input image and the highest level representation would be
the class distribution output.
It has been observed that the learned features from CNNs trained for object recognition
on ImageNet [19] are rich and provide good representations for downstream tasks, enabling
transfer learning for vision based tasks. While training a model on ImageNet is computationally
expensive and can take multiple days to train, the final learned weights of the network can be
saved and fine-tuned for downstream tasks. For downstream tasks that don’t require fine-tuning,
a trained CNN can be used to precompute image features which are saved and then loaded for
downstream tasks. This approach does not require the downstream models to load a CNN during
training, resulting in lower memory usage and faster training times.
1.1.1 Residual Networks
Many variants of convolutional neural networks have been proposed over the years, how-
ever Residual Networks (ResNet) [2] have proven to be one of the most successful. As networks
became deeper (more layers), they also became harder to train. Residual networks addressed
this by introducing residual connections which are essentially identity shortcut connections in
the form of F(x)+ x where x are the input features and F(·) is some weight layers such as a
convolutional layer (see Figure 1.2).
While CNN architectures have been proposed since ResNet which perform better, ResNet
still remain a standard architecture used in many vision tasks. Pretrained ResNet weights are
3
Figure 1.2. Residual connection [2].
readily available in all standard deep learning frameworks which makes for ease of integration
and experimentation with new models.
1.2 Recurrent Neural Networks
While convolutional neural networks are the go-to architecture for vision tasks, recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) have been vastly popular for modeling sequential data, such as text
or time-series data. At a high level, recurrent neural networks operate by taking inputs from
a sequence over multiple time steps while updating a hidden state over multiple time steps.
Recurrent neural networks may also output some value at every time step based on the hidden
state at that time step. More concretely, for a sequence of inputs x1, ...,xT , the hidden state
update and output is defined as
ht = σh(Whxt+Uht−1)
yt = σy(Wyht)
where ht is the hidden state at step t, yt is the output at step t, Wh,U,Wy are learnable weights,
and σh,σy are activation functions. Unlike the hidden state, the weights are shared across all
time steps. Recurrent neural networks are trained using backpropagation through time, where
the network is “unrolled” and standard backpropagation is applied.
One issue that standard recurrent neural networks face is that the network fails to capture
4
Figure 1.3. Diagram of an LSTM cell [3].
long range dependencies due to the vanishing gradient problem [20]. Variants of recurrent neural
networks, such as long short-term memory (LSTM) [21] networks and gated recurrent units
(GRU) [22], address this by adding a gating mechanism. The update rules for a GRU are defined
as
zt = σ(Wzxt+Uzht−1)
rt = σ(Wrxt+Urht−1)
h′t = tanh(Wxt+ rtUht−1)
ht = (1− zt)ht−1+ zth′t
where zt is the update gate, rt is the reset gate, h′t is the candidate hidden state, ht is the hidden
state at step t, σ is the sigmoid function, and  denotes element-wise multiplication. Also like
in a standard recurrent neural network, Wz,Wr,W,Uz,Ur,U are learnable weights. The update
and reset gate allows the network to “store” information over more time steps, addressing the
vanishing gradient problem.
As such, LSTMs and GRUs are standard architectures used for embedding. For example,
sentence embeddings can be generated using the final hidden state of an recurrent model. Further
extensions can be made, such feeding in data bidirectionally and maintaining a forward and
backward hidden state.
5
Figure 1.4. Word2vec continuous-bag-of-words (left) and continuous skip-gram (right)
architectures [4].
1.3 Word Embeddings
Unlike in vision, where image features for transfer learning are typically learned in a
supervised manner, rich word embeddings can be learned in an unsupervised manner. Over
the years many approaches to unsupervised, and more recently referred to as self-supervised,
learning of word embeddings have been proposed directly from text [4, 23, 24, 25, 26].
The goal is to learn a d-dimensional embedding vector for each word in a corpus. The
approach taken is to mask out words in text and have a neural network predict the masked word
using the surrounding words. The idea here is that words in language are highly contextual
and a lot of information of the words can be extracted from the context. For example, given
the phrase “the is barking” a person is likely to guess the masked word is “dog” or some
dog-related word. By learning to predict words, neural networks also learn embeddings that
capture semantic meaning in relation to each other. One example of this is where Mikolov et al.
[4] demonstrate, using their embedding function φ , that φ(“king”)−φ(“man”)+φ(“woman”)
is closest in distance to φ(“queen”).
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A woman and a dog sit on a park bench.
A woman is sitting on a bench with a dog.
The dog and her owner are sitting on the bench.
This is a woman sitting on a bench with a dog.
A woman pets a dog on a white bench.
Figure 1.5. An image and its corresponding captions from MS-COCO used to train
visual-semantic embedding models. [5]
1.3.1 word2vec
Mikolov et al. [4] were the first to demonstrate word embeddings can be learned in a
self-supervised manner. They introduced two approaches, 1) continuous bag-of-words (CBOW)
and 2) continuous skip-gram. The continuous bag-of-words model takes the embeddings of
neighboring words as input, averages them, and predicts the masked word. The skip-gram model
takes a word as input and tries to predict the surrounding words. Mikolov et al. [4] found that,
empirically, the skip-gram model resulted in better embeddings when trained on large amounts
of data.
1.4 Visual-semantic embeddings
1.4.1 Problem Statement
As stated previously, convolutional neural networks are currently the foundation of
computer vision. It has also been observed that the intermediate from CNNs trained for image
classification are rich and provide good representations for downstream tasks, enabling transfer
learning for vision based tasks [27].
Similarly, in natural language processing, unsupervised methods for learning word
embeddings such as word2vec [4] and GloVe [23] have shown to be useful for downstream
language tasks. These embeddings provide good token-level initializations for inputs to recurrent
neural networks such as LSTMs and GRUs, which have been successfully utilized for modeling
7
Figure 1.6. An example two-path network for visual-semantic embeddings [6].
sequential data such as text.
There has also been growing interest in building models which can learned a common
representation for these two domains. This can take the form of many different tasks, such
as caption generation from images [28] or visual question answering [29]. In this work we
focus on learning visual-semantic embeddings [30], where our model should be able to embed
semantically similar images and text close together in their embedding space.
As such, methods for learning visual-semantic embeddings typically take the form of a
two-path network, one path for embedding an image and one path for embedding text, joined
by a loss function. These approaches use a pretrained CNN to embed images and an RNN with
pretrained word embeddings to embed text. Because paired images and captions are composed of
multiple entities with no explicit mappings between them, learning visual-semantic embeddings
has been posed as a weakly supervised problem [31]. Methods have also been proposed [7, 8] to
add intermediate loss functions which help learn an alignment between the entities of the two
modes which leads to most robust embeddings and prevent overfitting.
Let X = {(xv,i,xu,i) | i= 1, ...,N} be the given data consisting of matching image xv and
caption xu pairs. Then
v = fv(xv;θv)
u = fu(xu;θu)
where v ∈Rd and u ∈Rd are d-dimensional visual and caption embeddings, respectively. fv and
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fu are the embedding models parameterized by θv and θu respectively.
Because the data comes in matching image-caption pairs, models are also typically
trained using a triplet loss [30] which pulls matching (positive) image-caption embedding pairs
closer together and pushes mismatched (negative) image-caption embedding pairs away from
each other. With some abuse of notation, for every image embedding v there is a positive caption
embeddings u+ and one or multiple negative caption embeddings u−. Similarly, this applies for
caption embeddings. This loss is in the form of
∑
v
|α+ s(v,u−)− s(v,u+)|+ + ∑
u
|α+ s(v−,u)− s(v+,u)|+
where hyperparameter α is the margin, s(·) is some similarity measure e.g. cosine similarity, and
|x|+ = max(x,0). Intuitively, the margin α encourages the model to learn to embed matching
image-caption pairs to more similar embeddings than mismatching pairs, while |x|+ allows
the model to ignore embeddings already with good embeddings and instead focus on poorly
performing embeddings.
The quality of the learned embeddings is then evaluated on image and caption retrieval
tasks. For a given set of image and caption pairs, retrieval is performed by first embedding
either an image or caption, measuring its similarity with every embedding of the other mode,
and checking if its pair is among the top K embeddings. The performance is measured as recall
within the top K, or R@K.
It is important to note that visual-semantic embedding models are capable of embedding
images or captions independently, that is, without “peeking” at the opposite domain. This is
different than having a model which takes an image-caption pair and simply outputs a similarity
score. Also, because retrieval can potentially be performed across a large database, the similarity
score between embeddings should be able to be computed efficiently.
Many approaches to visual-semantic embeddings have been proposed, several of which
are introduced below.
9
Figure 1.7. Architecture of the convolutional semantic embedding model [7].
1.4.2 VSE++: Hard Negative Mining
Faghri et al. [32] modifies the triplet loss to only sample hard negatives as negative
embeddings, a technique inspired by hard negative mining for classification [33]. For a image
embeddings v, the hardest negative caption embedding would be u− = argmaxu6=u+ s(v,u), and
vice versa for caption embeddings. In order to reduce the search time, hard negative samples are
computed only from each batch rather than from the entire dataset.
Faghri et al. [32] claim that the summing over many easier negative samples can result in
the easier samples drowning out the hard samples in the loss. This would negatively impact the
R@K retrieval score which is focused on being able to distinguish the positive sample from hard
negative samples.
The authors experimented with using VGG19 [34] and ResNet-152 [2] architectures
pretrained on ImageNet to embed images, and a GRU with random token initializations to embed
captions. They find that using ResNet-152 with fine-tuning results in best performance. Their
simple architecture using hard negative mining was able to beat state-of-the-art models at the
time by a substantial amount.
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Figure 1.8. (Left) Architecture of UniVSE. (Right) Final embedding used for retrieval [8].
1.4.3 CSE: Convolutional Semantic Embeddings
You et al. [7] replaced the standard recurrent model used for caption embedding with a
convolutional highway network [35]. They and also introduces an intermediate loss function to
help guide the learning of intermediate convolutional features by aligning them with a global
representation of the opposite domain. You et al. [7] also trained using the triplet loss across all
negative samples in a batch rather than use hard negative mining. The authors did not fine-tune
the ResNet during training.
1.4.4 UniVSE: Unified Visual Semantic Embeddings
Wu et al. [8] improved upon VSE++ by enforcing coverage of semantically significant
components of the caption. They do this by first extracting semantic components (nouns,
adjectives, and relationship pairs) from the captions using a syntax parser [36]. They then
introduce loss term enforce similarity of the image embeddings with embeddings of the semantic
components in addition the caption embedding. This approach leads to not only increases in
image and caption retrieval, but also improved robustness against adversarial attacks.
This approach addresses the issue where human-labeled captions are usually biased
[37] which models learn to exploit and result in overfitting, an issue that is also prevalent in
visual question answering datasets [29]. Enforcing semantic coverage here acts as a form of
regularization which reduces the amount the model can exploit these biases. The semantic
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components represent the most relevant components of both the image and text, so enforcing
coverage of those objects in the image features acts as additional supervision.
In a way, extracting semantic components using a syntax parser can be thought of as
analogous to generating bounding boxes using an object detection network. One thing to note,
however, is that the syntax parser is rule based [36] and designed to generate scene graphs [38].
1.4.5 SCAN: Stacked Cross Attention Network
Lee et al. [39] propose a cross-modal attention mechanism which aligns entities in the
image with entities in the caption, and entities in the caption with entities in the image. They take
a bottom-up approach [40] to generate entities by using a Faster R-CNN [15] object detection
network pretrained on visual genome [38], and generate caption entities using a bidirectional
GRU.
Given a set of visual features {v1, ...,vk},vi ∈Rd and textual features {u1, ...,un},ui ∈Rd ,
image-text stacked cross attention is computed as
si j =
vTi u j
‖vi‖‖u j‖
s¯i j =
max(si j,0)√
∑imax(si j,0)2
αi j =
exp(λ1s¯i j)
∑m exp(λ1s¯im)
ai =∑
j
αi ju j
ri =
vTi ai
‖vi‖‖ai‖
where si j is a similarity between visual and textual features, s¯i j is normalized si j, ai is an
attention-based aggregation of relevant textual features, λ1 is inversed softmax temperature and
ri is the similarity between the aggregated textual features. Finally the image-test similarity for
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image I and caption T is computed using Log-SumExp (LSE) or averaging.
SLSE(I,T ) = log(∑
i
exp(λ2ri))1/λ2
SAVG(I,T ) =
1
k∑i
ri
A similar process is used calculate the text-image similarity. Lee et al. [39] use a triplet loss with
hard negatives
|γ−S(I,T )+S(I,T−)|++ |γ−S(I,T )+S(I−,T )|+
where γ is the margin, T−, I− are hard negatives, and |x|+ =max(x,0), and S(·, ·) is some choice
of similarity function.
One important distinction in this work is that it assigns images and captions a set of
embeddings rather than learn a mapping to a single Rd embedding. Therefore the learned
representations are much higher dimensional and calculating similarity scores is computationally
expensive. It is also important to note that this approach relies on additional pretrained object
detection network which requires training on a supervised dataset.
1.5 Relational Architectures
Recently there has been growing interest in relational inductive biases when design-
ing neural network architectures [41]. We have seen that the local spatial inductive bias in
convolutional neural networks, in the form of kernels, has been effective for learning visual
features. Similarly, the recurrent inductive bias of recurrent neural networks has been successful
in modeling sequential data. In this section we introduce some use cases and relational inductive
biases.
In this work we apply the principle of explicitly modeling relationships between different
entities for visual-semantic embeddings. Images can be thought of as a set of visual objects
interacting with one another. These objects can be determined using a object detector [15] or by
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Figure 1.9. Convolution on a node in a graph by considering the features of its neighbors [9].
dividing the image into a regular grid and treating each region as an object [11]. Likewise, the
individual words in a caption can be thought of as different objects, with relationships between
words forming the overall semantic meaning. From this perspective, we hope that employing an
architecture that more explicitly models relationships between entities could improve the quality
of embeddings.
1.5.1 Graph Neural Networks
Neural network architectures like convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural
networks are designed take advantage of the inherent structure present in the data they take in.
Images are a regular 2D grid and CNN kernels take advantage of this spatial structure. Text and
time-series data are sequential which RNNs are designed to process. However there are types of
data, specifically graphs, that lack such structure which can be exploited by these architectures.
Unlike in images or text, there is no inherent ordering to the nodes or edges of a graph. As such,
graph neural networks (GNN) [42] such as graph convolutional networks (GCN) [43] and graph
attention networks (GAT) [44] have been proposed to tackle these sorts of data.
Graph data, such as scene graphs [38], molecular structures, and social networks come in
the general format G= (V,E,A) where V is a set of N nodes vi, E is a set of edges ei, j = (vi,v j),
and A is an N×N adjacency matrix. The graph may also have features X ∈ RN×D where each
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node vi has an associated feature xi ∈ RD. Generally, layers in graph neural networks operate by
aggregating the neighboring node features for each node
x′i = g({ f (x j) | j ∈Ni})
where Ni denotes the neighbors of vi, f (·) is a mapping function, and g(·) is a symmetric
aggregation function such as mean or max. In a sense, each layer is propagating a node’s
information one “hop” away to neighboring nodes. Using this very general formulation, it can
be argued that popular architectures are specific cases of graph neural networks. Convolutional
neural networks are graph networks operating on graphs with a regular spatial structure, PointNet
[45] is a graph network operating on graphs with no edges, and Transformers are graph networks
operating on a fully connected graph.
Tasks involving graph data include semi-supervised classification of unlabeled nodes,
graph classification, and graph matching. For a more complete survey of graph neural networks,
please refer to Wu et al. [42].
Graph neural networks have been shown to be effecting at modeling relational data [41],
a property this work attempts to leverage for improving visual semantic embeddings. Some
examples include using a object detection network to create a set of objects which are treated as
nodes of graph [46] as input to a graph neural network.
However, despite formulating images and textual data as graphs by using image regions
and words as nodes, this approach still lacks a formulation for an adjacency matrix. The solution
we use in this work is to simply treat the nodes as if they were connected to every other node; so
an edge ei j exists for every pair of nodes (vi,v j). We hope that even without explicitly specifying
the which node pairs are more important, our choice in architecture can implicitly find the
connections between nodes.
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Figure 1.10. The transformer architecture [10].
1.5.2 Transformers
Vaswani et al. [10] proposed Transformers, an attention-based feedforward architecture
that has proven to be hugely successful in natural language processing [47, 26]. Rather than
process tokens sequentially like in recurrent models, Transformers are able to process tokens
parallel manner. Transformers have been shown to outperform recurrent models on a multitude
of natural language processing benchmarks.
Transformers operate on each token by “looking” at all tokens from the input, essentially
contextualizing the tokens. In a way, it works like a graph neural network operating on a graph
with a fully connected adjacency matrix. In this project we attempt to leverage the relational
nature of the Transformer encoder for visual-semantic embeddings by applying it to both image
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Figure 1.11. Architecture of a Relation Network [11] for visual question answering on the
CLEVR [12] dataset. The CNN feature map is used as a grid of objects.
and textual data. We present more details of the implementation in the methods section.
1.5.3 Relation Networks
Relation networks [11] have been shown to be an simple yet effective approach to tackling
relational reasoning in visual question answering. Santoro et al. [11] first divide the output feature
map V ∈ Rh×w×d as a set of h×w objects {v1, ...,vh×w},vi ∈ Rd . They then consider every pair
of object relationships, in a simplified format, as
RN(V) = fφ
(
∑
i, j
gθ (vi,v j)
)
where fφ ,gθ are feedforward neural networks. Intuitively, gθ is a function which outputs a
relationship between two objects vi and v j and all relationships are aggregated using summation,
which is a symmetric function.
This simple approach is able to learn various relational reasoning tasks such as positional
reasoning and counting objects on the CLEVR [12] dataset whereas previous VQA models
had poor performance. It is important to note that the CLEVR consists of renders of 3D
objects, as opposed to natural images. Also calculating the relationships for all object pairs is
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computationally expensive and has high memory usage. Later techniques were introduced to
reduce the number of object pairs to consider by utilizing hard attention [48].
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Chapter 2
Methods
We adopt a two-path network in this work. Our visual-semantic embedding model takes
an image xv and caption xu pair and embeds them as v = fv(xv;θv) and u = fu(xu;θu), where
fv and fu are differentiable functions that are trained using a triplet loss function with hard
negative samples. The image embedding path consists of a pretrained ResNet-152 followed by a
Transformer encoder. The caption embedding path consists of word representations initialized
from pretrained word embeddings and a Transformer encoder. We follow the approaches of Wu
et al. [8] where the ResNet-152 component is not fine-tuned on the visual-semantic embedding
task. We acknowledge that fine-tuning the ResNet does result in substantial improvements
in retrieval performance, but instead we want the experiments to focus on the effects of the
relational architecture.
This main contributions of this work is that 1) we explore the effects of a relational
architecture, the Transformer encoder, for embeddings and 2) intermediate losses that encourage
relational alignment between images and captions.
2.1 Transformer Encoder
While Transformers were originally proposed to handle textual data, we repurpose it in
this work to be domain-agnostic and operate on sets of entities [49, 50] from both images and
text. Transformers consist of multiple encoder layers and decoder layers, however we only use
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the encoder layers in this work.
We first present the Transformer encoder architecture, which is used in both the image
and caption encoders. The Transformer encoder consists of layers which can be stacked. A layer
consists of two sublayers: 1) a self-attention layer and 2) a feedforward layer.
The intuition behind self-attention is that each input entity can attend to all other entities
by computing an attention map over all entities followed by an aggregation step. This idea can
be further extended by introducing multi-head attention, where each head has its own set of
randomly initialized weights in hope the heads will focus on different relational aspects.
Let the input to the self-attention layer be a set of entities x1, ...,xn where xi ∈ Rd which
can be represented as X ∈ Rn×d . We first apply layer normalization [51] to the inputs of each
layer. Then we compute query, key, and value components for the h-th attention head as
Qh = XW
Q
h , Kh = XW
K
h , Vh = XW
V
h
where WQh ,W
K
h ,W
V
h ∈ Rd×dk and Qh,Kh,Vh ∈ Rn×dk . Intuitively, each input entity xi has a
corresponding query vector qi, which is used to “query” all other entities based on their key
vector k j using dot product similarity qi ·k j. This is then used to calculate an attention score ai j
used to aggregate values zi = ∑ j ai jv j. Self-attention can be computed for all entities as
Zh = softmax(
QhKTh√
dk
)Vh
where 1√dk is a scaling factor to prevent small gradients. The full multi-head attention is then
computed as
Z = X+Concat(Z1, ...,ZH)WO
where WO ∈ Rd×d and H is the number of attention heads. The final output of a layer is then
computed as
X′ = X+Feedforward(LayerNorm(Z)).
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So far all computation steps are order invariant, that is, the order of input entities does
not effect their respective outputs. We can permute the ordering of input entities x1, ...,xn in
any manner and their respective outputs will remain the same. This is due to the symmetric
nature of the softmax aggregation step. Invariance to the order of inputs is a key property when
processing graph and set inputs [49] where there is no inherent order to the inputs, which is why
Transformers also work as a graph neural network.
However, we don’t want to completely discard ordering information when dealing with
image and textual inputs. Spatial information in images (trees below a sky) and ordering of
words in text (green trees and a blue sky) determine their overall semantic meaning. Otherwise
our final embedding could reduce to a bag-of-words approach which only considers the presence
of entities and not their overall arrangement e.g. an image of trees below a sky and an image of
trees above a sky could have the same embedding.
To address this, Vaswani et al. [10] add a positional encoding to input tokens which helps
model sequential data. These positional embeddings can be either hand-crafted or learned. In
our work we allow the model to learn these positional encodings rather than hand-crafting them.
We combine the input entities xi with the positional embeddings pi ∈ Rd using element-wise
addition xi+pi.
2.2 Image Encoder
While images are composed of pixels at the low level, they can be understood at a higher
level as an arrangement of discrete object with various inter-object relationships. Methods such as
object detection and object segmentation have been proposed to extract these objects [39, 31, 46].
Various approaches have been proposed to utilize object detection for state-of-the-art results on
visual-semantic embeddings. However, object detection networks require supervised training on
specialized datasets, and the detected objects are limited to the ones present in training datasets.
Instead, we take approach used by Santoro et al. [11] in their Relation Networks for
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visual question answering. Rather than use explicit bounding boxes from an object detection
network, we divide the image using a regular grid and treat each region as an object. While
this approach results in noisier representation of objects, it does not require an additional object
detection network and is not limited to the object classes present in object detection training data.
The image encoder fu consists of a pretrained ResNet-152 and a Transformer encoder
[10]. We choose ResNet-152 as our CNN architecture because, as observed by Faghri et al. [32],
it results in higher quality embeddings than alternative networks like VGG19. Like in previous
approaches, we use ResNet-152 network pretrained on ImageNet and subsequently has its
weights frozen so there is no fine tuning on the visual-semantic embedding task. All input images
are scaled to 224×224 and normalized before feeding into network. No data augmentation such
as random cropping is applied to the images. We then use the feature map Vcnn ∈ R7×7×2048
from the final convolutional layer of the ResNet-152 as input to the Transformer encoder. The
feature map Vcnn is treated as 7×7 objects represented by 2048-dimensional features, which
can be interpreted as either a set of objects or nodes in a graph. The feature map is reshaped
and further processed by a linear mapping resulting in Vob j ∈ R(7×7)×d , which is then passed
as the input to a single Transformer encoder layer. Finally, we can then obtain the final image
embedding v by pooling the outputs of the Transformer encoder using a symmetric pooling
function, such as mean or max.
Images are composed of objects, object attributes, and relationships between different
objects. [8] demonstrated that semantic coverage of relational object pairs improves the quality
of image embeddings. By using a Transformer encoder, as opposed to additional convolutional
layers or pooling, we hope the pairwise attention mechanism is better able to capture the relational
nature of the image in the embedding. Convolutions are able to capture relationships to an extent,
but are restricted by the size of its receptive field, while simple pooling methods such may simply
discard relational information.
This approach is similar to the approaches seen in Lee et al. [39] and Datta et al. [31]
except here we do not use a object detector such as Faster R-CNN [15] which needs to be trained
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in a supervised manner. We use the feature map as objects rather than bounding boxes from a
region proposal network.
Following Faghri et al. [32], we also normalize all embeddings as v‖v‖ to be an unit vector
for efficient calculation of cosine similarity.
2.3 Caption Encoder
We start by initializing the word embedding weights from 300-dimensional fastText
word embeddings [25] trained on an English Wikipedia corpus [52]. We pass treat each word
as an entity. Because the ordering of words in text plays a crucial role in its overall semantic
meaning, we also add positional encodings to the input (otherwise “blue sky and green grass”
and “green sky and blue grass” would be semantically the same). The input to the Transformer
encoder is then U ∈Rl×300 where l is the length of the caption. We use two Transformer encoder
layers here followed by a symmetric pooling function. One thing to note is that the we do not
use a residual connection for the first self-attention sublayer due to mismatching dimensions.
Therefore the first sublayer is instead
Z = Concat(Z1, ...,Zk)WO
where Z ∈ Rl×1024.
Because our model is trained using batches and captions are variable length, we have
the pad the inputs such that they contain the same number of words as the max sequence length
of the batch. In order to prevent our model from overfitting by exploiting caption length and to
learn more robust positional encodings, we randomly add padding to the beginning of the shorter
captions. We also truncate the captions to contain at most 48 characters.
Like with the image encoder, we hope that the attention mechanism of the Transformer
encoder can better capture inter-token dependencies than a recurrent model.
Also like with the image encoder, we normalize all embeddings as u‖u‖ to be an unit
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vector for efficient calculation of cosine similarity.
2.4 Hard Negative Mining
We employ hard negative mining as our global loss function. Following Faghri et al. [32],
which achieved very impressive performance using a very simple image and caption embedding
architecture, we use hardest negatives in our triplet loss where the hardest negative samples are
found in each batch.
Because the image and caption embeddings are already normalized to be unit vectors, we
can compute cosine similarity between vectors by their inner product. So s(v,u) = vTu. Our
global loss is then
Lglobal =∑
v
|α+ s(v,u−)− s(v,u+)|+ + ∑
u
|α+ s(v−,u)− s(v+,u)|+
where u− = argmaxu 6=u+ s(v,u) and v− = argmaxv6=v+ s(v,u) within the embeddings of each
batch. Because the similarity s(v,u) is inner product, the similarity scores for the entire batch
can be computed efficiently using matrix multiplication as
S = VUT
where V = [v1, ...,v49]T , U = [u1, ...,vl]T , and S is a matrix of all pairwise scores Si j = s(vi,u j).
2.5 Structural Alignment
You et al. [7], Wu et al. [8] have demonstrated that an additional loss term which enforces
alignment of the intermediate features between the two domains can lead to better embeddings.
Similarly, Zanfir and Sminchisescu [53] compare intermediate nodes between graphs to guide
the learning of graph embeddings.
Inspired by these works, we experiment with multiple intermediate loss terms that enforce
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Figure 2.1. Node pooling.
structural alignment of between the image and caption intermediate features. Because the visual
and caption inputs to the Transformer encoder can be interpreted as a graph, our approach
to learning visual-semantic embeddings can also be framed as a graph embedding task. We
treat the output of the image Transformer encoder {v′1, ...,v′l} and caption Transformer encoder
{u′1, ...,u′49} as nodes of a graph.
We experiment with two different methods 1) node pooling and 2) node cross attention.
2.5.1 Node pooling
Because the number of entities in an image (fixed at 49) and caption (the number of
words in the caption) are different and in particular order, there is no obvious way to directly
compare the nodes of the two graphs. Here we take the approach of pooling the nodes into a
fixed number P of nodes {p1, ...,pP}, an approach similar to the Induced Set Attention Block
proposed by Lee et al. [50] and node pooling layer proposed by Gao and Ji [54]. We will refer to
these new nodes pi as pools. Each pool has learnable weights wi and aggregates the input nodes
using an attention mechanism. For an input set of nodes {x1, ...,xN} we can compute the pool
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node as
αi j =
exp(wiTxj)
∑k exp(wiTxk)
pi =∑
j
αi jx j
where α is softmax attention which ensures the magnitude of the pooled vector is similar to the
magnitude of the input vectors.
We now enforce alignment between the corresponding pooled image nodes pvi and pooled
caption nodes pui using an intermediate hard negative mining triplet loss
Lpool =∑
i
|γpool+ s(pvi,p−ui)− s(vvi,p+ui)|+ + ∑
u
|γ+ s(p−vi,pui)− s(p+vi,pui)|+
where γpool is the margin and the corresponding negative pool nodes p−vi,p
−
ui are those of the
hardest negative determined by the global loss. Like with the global loss, we use cosine similarity
as our similarity function s.
2.5.2 Node cross attention
Rather than pool nodes to build a correspondence between the image and text nodes, we
can use cross attention (CA) to match nodes across domain in a very similar manner to what was
proposed by Lee et al. [39].
Given a set of visual nodes {v1, ...,vm} and caption nodes {u1, ...,un},ui ∈ Rd , we can
normalize them and find corresponding caption nodes {v′1, ...,v′m} as
s(vi,u j) = vTi u j
αi j =
exp(s(vi,u j))
∑k exp(s(vi,uk))
v′i =∑
j
αi ju j
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where s(·, ·) measures similarity between two vectors, αi j is softmax attention, and v′i is an
attention-based aggregation of relevant textual features. Similarly, we can find corresponding
visual nodes as
s(ui,v j) = uTi v j
αi j =
exp(s(ui,v j))
∑k exp(s(ui,vk))
u′i =∑
j
αi jv j .
Now we can employ a intermediate loss to guide the learning of corresponding features between
the graphs as
Lca =∑
i
|γca+ s(vi,v′−i )− s(vi,v′i)|+ + ∑
u
|γ+ s(ui,u′−i )− s(ui,u′i)|+
where γca is the margin, s(·, ·) is inner product, and v′−i ,u′−i are negative corresponding nodes
determined by the hard negatives of the global loss.
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Chapter 3
Experiments
In this section we describe our implementation details and experimental results.
3.1 Implementation
We implement our model in PyTorch [55]. We use a ResNet-152 model pretrained on
ImageNet from the torchvision [56] package. The pretrained model is reported to achieve 94.06%
top-5 accuracy and 78.31% top-1 accuracy on ImageNet. We also use fastText word embeddings
[25] trained on an English Wikipedia corpus [52].
3.2 Dataset
We evaluate the quality of our learned embeddings through image retrieval and caption
retrieval on the MS-COCO dataset [5]. The data is split into 118,287 training images and
5000 testing images. Karpathy and Li [30] and Faghri et al. [32] then split this into 113,287
training images, 5000 validation images, and 5000 testing images. Each image has at least 5
corresponding captions, so for images with more than 5 captions we randomly select only 5 to
use. Evaluation on the validation and testing is done on a 1000 image subset or the full 5000
images. So a 1000 image subset would contain 5000 captions, and the full 5000 image split
contains 25000 captions. We train on the original 118,287 training image split of MS-COCO
and validate using the 5000 testing images.
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Table 3.1. MS-COCO retrieval results.
Model
Caption Retrieval Image Retrieval
Sum
R@1 R@5 R@10 Med. R R@1 R@5 R@10 Med. R
1K testing split
VSE-C [57] 48.0 81.0 89.2 2.0 39.7 72.9 83.2 2 414
sm-LSTM[58] 53.2 83.1 91.5 1.0 40.7 75.8 87.4 2 431.8
RRF-Net [59] 56.4 85.3 91.5 - 43.9 78.1 88.6 - 443.8
VSE++ [32] 58.3 86.1 93.3 1.0 43.6 77.6 87.8 2.0 446.7
CSE [7] 56.3 84.4 92.2 1.0 45.7 81.2 90.6 2.0 450.4
UniVSE [8] 64.3 89.2 94.8 1.0 48.3 81.7 91.2 2.0 469.5
Ours (basic) 53.1 84.7 92.5 1.0 44.4 77.7 87.9 2.0 440.3
Ours (pooling) 56.9 84.3 92.6 1.0 44.3 77.5 87.8 2.0 443.4
Ours (CA) 55.3 83.3 91.9 1.0 44.3 77.0 87.4 2.0 439.2
Performance is evaluated using the recall using the top K scoring retrievals R@K, where
K = 1,5,10. So for caption-to-image retrieval with 1000 images, a caption embedding is used
to query the 1000 image embeddings and a “hit” is considered if the corresponding image
embedding is within the top K retrieved. For image-to-caption retrieval with 1000 images, an
image embedding is used to query the 5000 caption embeddings and a “hit” is considered if any
corresponding caption embedding is within the top K retrieved.
Also note that MS-COCO is designed around 91 object categories, therefore all images
and captions contain objects of at least one of these categories.
3.3 Preprocessing Data
Because use pretrained weights for the ResNet-152 component and do not perform any
fine-tuning, we can generate and save the features maps Vcnn for all images as a preprocessing
step. This means we do not have to load the ResNet-152 during training, thus speeding up
training and reduce memory usage.
We also preprocess all captions and remove words which do not occur in the fastTest
dictionary. Most of the removed words are misspellings. We also truncate any descriptions with
more than 48 words.
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3.4 Training
We train on the full 118,287 training images for 20 epochs and evaluate on 1000 samples
of the test set using the final learned weights.
Following previous works, we train using batch size of 128 samples and embedding size
of 1024. We train all models using Adam optimizer [60] with β1 = 0.9,β2 = 0.999. We use a
learning rate schedule of 0.00002 at epoch 1, 0.00001 at epoch 9, and 0.000002 at epoch 15.
We set the global margin α to 0.2. For the node pooling experiment we set the inter-
mediate margin γpool to 0.2 and loss to be 0.2Lglobal + 0.8Lpool. For the the cross attention
experiment we set the intermediate margin γca to be 0.2 and loss to be Lglobal+0.15Lca.
3.5 Results
Overall, we observe that additional transformer encoders do result in a small increase
in image retrieval recall over VSE++ [32] but lower caption retrieval recall. This indicates that
recurrent neural networks may result in better performance over transformer encoders for caption
embeddings in this task setup.
We also noticed that the intermediate losses did not result in higher performance, unlike
that observed by You et al. [7] and Wu et al. [8]. However, this could be due to incorrectly tuned
hyperparameters.
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Figure 3.1. Top-5 retrieved images in the test set. The green border indicates the correct image.
Figure 3.2. Failure cases for image retrieval in the test set. In the first row we see many
semantically similar images. In the second row the correct image was actually rank 15.
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The new motorcycle on display is very shiny
The shiny motorcycle has been put on display
A brand new motorcycle on display at a show
A blue motorcycle is displayed in a showroom
A motorcycle is parked inside of a building
Figure 3.3. Top-5 retrieved captions for an image in the test set. Bold indicates correct caption.
A living room with a couch and chair
A living room with a couch and large television
A comfortable living room with brown
leather couches and a fireplace
A brightly decorated living room with a stylish
feel
The dark wood and marble pillars give this living
space a warm feel
Figure 3.4. Top-5 retrieved captions for an image in the test set. Bold indicates correct caption.
Several people crossing a road with one person
having food in their hand
A person walking down a street past a teddy bear
sign
Many people are sitting on two benches next to
a light pole
A man walking down a street smoking a cigarette
A man walking down a street smoking a cigarette
Figure 3.5. Failure case example for caption retrieval in the test set. The correct caption was
rank 309.
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Chapter 4
Conclusion
Overall we noticed a small improvement in image retrieval recall performance through
the use of transformer encoders. This could be due to the fact previous approaches use simple
aggregation of image features while transformer encoders use pairwise attention. However, the
use of intermediate objectives did resulted in improved caption retrieval, but no improvement in
image retrieval.
4.1 Future Work
While the relational priors used in this work resulted in rather small improvements in
the quality of visual-semantic embeddings, further modifications and improvements can still be
made. One possible avenue is to see the affects of fine-tuning the ResNet-152 component, which
would relate our work very close with Lee et al. [39].
Another question that has not been well studies is what aspects of the image and captions
the embeddings in state-of-the-art models are capturing. Currently visual-semantic embedding
models are evaluated almost exclusively on the MS-COCO and Flickr30k datasets [61]. MS-
COCO is limited to its 91 object categories while Flickr30k has 44,518 distinct object categories.
However these datasets still likely suffer from biased human-generated captions, a widespread
issue observed and still being addressed in visual question answering datasets [37]. It is possible
that the current visual-semantic embedding models are able to overfit to these human biases.
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It is also not clear how much of the relational information is being captured in the
embeddings. For example, to the best of our knowledge, no widespread study have been
conducted which analyzes the extent to which embeddings capture presence of objects versus the
relations between objects, and how many relations can be captured within a single embedding
with respect to the dimension of the embedding. MS-COCO and Flickr30k images and captions
generally focus on only a few objects each. Datasets such as Visual Genome [38] have been
proposed which contains images with more densely labeled relations between objects. One
possible approach is to use a dataset which explicitly tests for the relational properties of
embeddings, such as the synthetic CLEVR [12] dataset which was proposed to test relational
reasoning in visual question answering models.
Once again, we note that learning visual semantic embeddings is closely related to
learning graph embeddings [62] with graph neural networks, a task recently gaining popularity.
Therefore emerging techniques and theory for learning graph embeddings might be applicable in
learning visual-semantic embeddings.
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